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Whitman brand, folder opens flat for all-at-once viewing and includes data pertaining to the coins it

holds. Washington Quarter #4 1988-1998 , 43 openings.
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I bought the entire collection of these folders that is available at the moment. They all arrived within

a day of each other, as expected. New users may think they seem small but they are a very

compact and inexpensive way to keep your coins organized. A great tool for the beginner or the

experienced coin collector. Be sure to lay the binder on a flat, hard surface like a desk or kitchen

counter when entering your coins and you should have no problems.

Bought for the kids to get excited about collecting something. It worked out well. Every few months

after saving all our lose change we make a night of it, after a while, finding a coin we need is a big

deal.

This is only 1988-1998, so only a page and a half are actually marked in here. I would not have

bought it had I known that it only ran through 98.

Well put together and at a decent price. This is what I used and my grandfather used when he was



a kid. Whitman has been around for a long time and they do a good job. The reason I only 4 stared

was because after a couple of times of removing a coin it doesn't keep it tight. Great product.

I bought 11 of these books for different coins of course but I am only writing one review. I did not

buy all at the same time 2 different orders. I have given them all 5 stars. This is a very nice item.

Was mostly what I thought it would be. It is good quality, not best. works for what I wanted it for.

came on time. didn't know it was both P and D but maybe I just missed the description. Some slots

easy to put in, others not.

My son loves these. He checks all his change to see if it's one he has yet or not. This book/folder

keeps the coins neatly and securely in place.

I was very dissapointed with how cheaply made this folder is. The holes for the coins are much to

small, and when you apply pressure to insert the coins, you end up tearing through the folder. The

Whitman folders I purchased years ago are much better than these. I suggest you look for other

coin folders. The printing on the cover looks very cheap and is not up to the old Whitman standards

either.
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